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M.A. Thesis:

The relationship between social dewelopment and
emotional maturity with perfectionism in femal students
of Islamic Azad Unniversity of Sabzevar
The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship among Social Development,
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Emotional Maturity and Educational Perfection in female student of azadi
university(sabzevar branch)that were participated in this study during the 2016-2017
educational year. The method hired in this study is descriptive correlational and applicable.
2061 female students of Azad University (Sabzevar branch) were participated in this study.
According to Morgan's table of required sample size, 322 participants were selected based
on stratified random sampling. The data collection procedure was done using three standard
questionnaires for the three variables of this study, namely, Weiland's Social Devlopment
(1953), Yashvir Singh and Mahysh Bhargava's Emotional Maturity (1974), and Rasouli
Khorshidi and Bahrami's Educational Perfectionism (1395) questionnaires. Pearson
correlation and multivariate regression tests were run on the data in SPSS software to
analyse the collected data. The cronbach's alpha for reliability of questionnaires were
estimated for Social Development (0.853), Emotional Maturity (0.926) and Educational
Perfection (0.838), as well. The results of this study indicated that there is a positive and
significant relationship between Social Development and Educational Perfectionism
(sig=0.32, r=0.36) which means that increasing Social Development will result in increase
in Educational Perfectionism. Additionally, a positive and significant relationship was
reported between Emotional Matuarity and Educational Perfectionism (sig=0.042, r=0.53)
which similarly means that increasing Emotional Matuarity will result in increase in
Educational Perfectionism. On the other words, the more Emotional Matuarity is high
among female students, or the more they feel unstable in Emotional Matuarity, the more
they are likely to achive radically high Educational Perfection.
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